WANT RELIABILITY OF DATA?
Reliability of your Servo Test Machines are
critical to maintain the quality of the test data,
saving unnecessary potential workplace
accidents, retesting and costly downtime.
This is where Servo Test Machine Services
can really come in handy. Norton Fluid Power
can support you with established digital control
systems from our dedicated business unit.
Servocon, providing a cost effective solution.
Also providing hydraulic system repairs and
servicing.
The data from the Servocon system is for the test
machine user to have in real time, to verify the
product being tested is correct. The data can be
used in the future for comparison reports. The
Servocon controller also controls the machine
quickly and accurately to the parameters set in
the computer, in addition it will take readings of
how much the product has been tensile or load
tested, up until failure, recording the necessary
information.
For more information or enquiries, contact us:
sales@nortonfluidpower.com
0121 230 8000

WHAT IS SERVOCON?
Servocon manufacture an established Digital
Electronic Controller for Servo Test Machines.
Servocon can be used to replace controllers
from MTS, Instron and Zwick Roell, improving
both accuracy and reliability. Servocon
controllers are a cost effective and reliable
replacement on any Servo Test Machine.
A new control system can be designed from
first principles, the software being written
and the controller programmed. On site, the
system is wired to the existing machine and
commissioning follows. In addition, we can
also calibrate the test machine, providing a full
and traceable service.

HYDRAULIC SERVICES FOR SERVO TEST RIGS
Servo Actuator Repair
Norton Fluid Power are an established name in hydraulics
and have many year’s experience of overhauling test machine
cylinders and also providing modifications to improve
performance and operational life
Servovalves
Product quality is important to Norton Fluid Power, as such we
choose product brands that offer quality and Value. We have
a close working relationship with Star Hydraulics and can offer
new valves or a repaired valve with Star’s patented Sapphire
technology that improves valve reliability.
Hydraulic Accumulators
Accumulators need maintenance to check nitrogen pressure
and require inspection at predetermined intervals to meet the
Pressure Equipment Directive. Norton Fluid Power can assist
with maintenance, accumulator inspection and the supply of new
accumulators.
Hydraulic Services
The hydraulic services, ensure the hydraulic system is
maintained professionally, reducing the risk of unexpected
breakdown. The services we provide are; oil analysis, filter
replacement, hose replacement and upgrade, pump pressure
and flow checks.
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